DETERIORA
AND THE AGENTS OF DESTRUCTION
CHAPTER ONE
Once upon a time there was a museum that was ignored... passed by, unseen by all.

People walked by on the street every day, unaware of the treasures it contained...

Why had these treasures been lost and forgotten? The forces of evil were lurking nearby!

Including the most significant of all... the primary source!!!

Emperor Apathy in the fortress of uncaring!

The plan is working. I must report back to Emperor Apathy!

Yes, Deteriora, you've done a fine job over the years. But...

I'm sensing a disruption in the fog of apathy!!!

And the agents of destruction

Chapter One

Deteriora

And the agents of destruction
Gosh, what a great day! I'm so excited to be helping at the museum!

But what our hero doesn't know... is the museum's "dirty" little secret.

Oh no! There seems to be a bit of a, umm... storage problem.

Where should I go for help?

Suddenly, a mystical ray of sunlight illuminates something on the desk!

Wait, what's this?
It looks like the experienced staff at the Indiana Historical Society Local History Services can help!

Hellooo! I'm Merry Do-Good of Local History Services! How may I help youuu?

Deteriora, we're going to need the... Agents of Destruction!!

Merry Do-Good?! He's called someone who cares!!

What do the forces of evil have in store for our hero? Who can he enlist to his aid? And who will we meet in the next chapter? Tune in next time for the answers...